VMware 2VB-602 Exam
Volume: 60 Questions

Question: 1
Which process can help reduce resource over-allocation in the environment? (Choose the best
answer.)
A. Investigating and acting upon the ‘Virtual Machine quest file systems are running out of disk
space’ alerts
B. Investigating and acting upon the vSphere Hardening alerts
C. Running the Network Traffic by VM report and taking action based on this data
D. Running the Oversized VM report and taking action based on this data
Answer: D

Question: 2
When a management pack is added to vRealize Operations, does the inventory tree reflect the
addition of the management pack? (Choose the best answer.)
A. Yes, if the inventory tree is updated manually
B. Yes; the inventory tree is updated automatically
C. No; the inventory tree is a static, hard-coded entity
D. The inventory tree can only be updated through professional services
Answer: B

Question: 3
What is the maximum supported number of analytic nodes in a single vRealize Operations
cluster? (Choose the best answer.)
A. 16
B. 8
C. 32
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D. 64
Answer: B

Question: 4
How can all available views be accessed in vRealize Operations? (Choose the best answer.)
A. From the Reports tab under Content
B. From the Home tab under Views
C. From the Administration tab under Global Settings
D. From the Content tab under Views
Answer: D

Question: 5
View the Exhibit.

The VM chg-web-01a is a member of several Custom Groups including the “Production VMs”
Custom Group. The “Production VMs” Custom Group is associated with the “No CPU and
memory overcommit” Policy.
As shown in the Exhibit, what is the effective policy for this VM? (Choose the best answer.)
A. There is no policy associated with the chg-web-01a VM
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B. The VMware Policy for Interactive workloads policy
C. The No CPU and memory overcommit policy
D. The Default policy
Answer: B

Question: 6
View the Exhibit

What does the referenced Capacity Remaining widget, when included in a dashboard, display?
(Choose the best answer.)
A. The selected object’s general capacity remaining score and a bar chart of the object’s resource
with the least remaining capacity
B. The selected object resources’ capacity remaining scores represented as bar segments for
remaining CPU, memory and disk space
C. The selected object’s worst resource capacity remaining score and bar segments that list all of
the object’s resources enabled by policy for capacity remaining calculation
D. The selected object’s capacity remaining score and a bar chart showing numbers of
subscribers, such as virtual machines on a cluster
Answer: B

Question: 7
Which three authentication sources can be configured within vRealize Operations? (Choose
three.)
A. RADIUS
B. Active Directory
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C. Horizon View Secure Gateway
D. SSO SAML
E. Local
Answer: A,B,D

Question: 8
Which report should be used to help mitigate risk and efficiency issues? (Choose the best
answer.)
A. Cluster Capacity Report
B. VMware Tools Status Summary Report
C. Oversized Virtual Machines Report
D. VM Configuration Summary List View Report
Answer: A

Question: 9
A rebalance plan from the Rebalance Container action includes which three pieces of
information? (Choose three.)
A. Destination cluster
B. Applications impacted
C. Time the virtual machine was last moved
D. Reason for move
E. Virtual machines to be moved
Answer: A,D,E

Question: 10
If a customer determines that high availability (HA) is required for their vRealize Operations
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(vROps) cluster, which factor will need to be considered? (Choose the best answer.)
A. Determine how many replica nodes will be needed based on the number of total nodes in the
vROps cluster
B. Ensure that enough vROps cluster nodes have been deployed, as turning HA on will
essentially reduce the cluster capacity in half
C. Ensure that HA is enabled in the Default policy
D. Remote collectors will NOT be supported once HA is selected
Answer: B

Question: 11
View the Exhibit.

Based on the exhibit, which of the below is true about the visibility of this dashboard? (Choose
the best answer.)
A. This dashboard will be visible to vRealize Operations administrators
B. This dashboard will be visible to the user groups to which it has been shared
C. This dashboard will NOT be visible to any user
D. This dashboard will be visible to any user allowed to see NSX objects
Answer: C

Question: 12
What are three actions that are managed in the Policies section of vRealize Operations? (Choose
three.)
A. Modify the CPU demand value in a custom profile
B. Modify the level above which the Faults badge will be read
C. Determine which resources are included in workload calculations
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